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T
he ‘detective story’ I want to tell relates to how the French mer-
chant Rodolphe Lemaire managed, around 1730, to have accurate
copies of mostly Japanese porcelain made at Meissen and to sell
them as East Asian originals in Paris. I will then follow the trail of

the fakes and reveal what became of them in France. Finally, I will return
briefly to Dresden to demonstrate that the immediate success of the Saxon
copies on the Parisian art market not only changed how they were regarded
in France but also in Saxony itself.

Sometime around 1728, Lemaire, the son of a Parisian family of marchand
faïencier, became acquainted with Meissen porcelain for the first time whilst
visiting the Netherlands where he sourced new wares. Having had success
in selling some of the Saxon porcelain in the French capital he decided to
approach the Meissen manufactory directly. Lemaire caught on quickly to the
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fact that Saxon porcelain was the first in Europe to be seriously capable of
competing with imported goods from China and Japan. Indeed, based on their
high-quality bodies alone, he appreciated just how easily one might take them
for East Asian originals. This realisation inspired Lemaire to embark on a new
business concept. As 1728 drew to a close, Lemaire travelled to Dresden. He
bought Meissen porcelains in the local warehouse in the new market place
and ordered more in the manufactory. In doing this he was much the same
as other merchants but Lemaire also played a more ambitious game: in a bold
letter he personally asked Augustus the Strong, Elector of Saxony and of
Poland, to permit an exclusive agreement with the Meissen manufactory. With
the help of his younger brother (who was secretary to the French ambassa-
dor to the permanent diet of the Holy Roman Empire in Regensburg and
who also recommended Lemaire to the secretary of the absent French envoy
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Chinese and Japanese wares bringing significant revenue to Saxony. Augustus
the Strong clearly weakened when faced with Lemaire’s argument: the Meis-
sen manufactory was ordered to work out an agreement in accordance with
the conditions requested by the French merchant.

The manufactory committee met for the first time on December 17, 1728
to decide on the seven points that Lemaire had laid out. His actual intention
– which he had presumably not explicitly expressed during his meeting with
Augustus the Strong – became apparent in the fifth clause: Lemaire did not
want to have his pieces signed with the usual trademark of the two crossed
swords deriving from the Saxon coat of arms and which would also have
branded the porcelain as having been ‘made in Saxony’. He preferred his

wares to bear no mark because the majority of the Japanese porcelains
themselves were unmarked. If the pieces had to be marked at all,

he insisted that Chinese style signs should be used before the
crossed swords. The members of the committee clearly saw

through Lemaire: they rightly guessed that the Frenchman
planned to sell the Saxon copies as Japanese originals in
Paris. But since Lemaire was promising to buy large quanti-
ties, to pay for them in cash, and not to sell them in Saxony

itself, they advised Augustus the Strong to accept this ex-
ceptional condition. They compared the situation with
the trade in Saxon wines, which were shipped to Ham-
burg and once there, transformed into sparkling wine to

be resold with a high profit margin. Though perhaps not immediately ob-
vious, the committee reminded the Elector that this trade was lucrative and
turned a good profit for Saxony nonetheless.

The contract negotiations prove that Lemaire was really mostly inter-
ested in porcelain in the Kakiemon style. According to him, he had bought
white porcelain in Dresden and sent it to Holland to have it decorated in
the Japanese manner. He hoped that these models would inspire the Meissen
painter Gregorius Höroldt to adopt the colours of the old Japanese wares.
Lemaire made it clear to the committee that he was only prepared to accept
the coloured porcelains if they were painted to his specification.

We do not know what bogged the negotiations down after the first ses-
sion of the committee. All the same, Lemaire was able to order porcelain
made to his specification at the manufactory. Five days after the session was
convened, a specification lists one hundred and seventy eight pieces of table-
ware and six figures to be modelled after wooden examples and drawings
submitted by Lemaire. With the exception of the “six pagodas with nodding
heads and hands after a model, entirely white” (fig. 1), the descriptions are
too vague to determine what kind of wares Lemaire was requesting. Wooden
seated Buddhas with moving heads, tongues and hands were imported from
Japan to Europe and we know that they were also copied in wood in Berlin
and Dresden. In the six months that followed, Lemaire ordered quite a few
more porcelains sending further wooden models and drawings to Meissen.

in Dresden) the Parisian merchant was able to approach the Saxon elector.
Augustus the Strong not only accepted Lemaire’s letter, but also granted

him a personal audience at the Japanese Palace surrounded by his collection
of East Asian and Saxon porcelain. The French secretary reported to Versailles
that Lemaire was cordially received by the Elector with whom he conversed
for about forty-five minutes. What they spoke of is not recorded. We know
from Lemaire’s letter, however, what he intended to offer: he promised that,
if the pieces were made to his specification and using the models he provided,
Saxon porcelains would soon be outdoing the goods being imported from
China, and indeed, even equal old Japanese wares. Old Japanese meant porce-
lains in the Kakiemon style, which were then very popular in France but since
they were no longer being produced in Japan, they could only be bought sec-
ond hand and at high prices. It was the wares in the Kakiemon style that
Lemaire wanted to have copied for himself, exclusively in Meissen. In return,
he suggested that under his direction Meissen porcelain would surpass

Figure 1. Meissen pagoda with nodding head and hands, c. 1730–1735, height c. 6 inches
(15 cm), Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Ernst Schneider Collection of Meissen porcelain
at Schloss Lustheim, inv. ES 1041. © Bastian Krack
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He also made his selection from current models at the Meissen warehouse. 
It was not until June that he was able to obtain sparsely painted porcelains

made to his specification. One might assume that he had stipulated
Kakiemon-style decoration, as characterized by asymmetrical compositions
which spare much of the white ground (fig. 2). Two other documents suggest
that these first porcelains delivered to Lemaire were either unmarked or
signed with the so-called caduceus in underglaze blue (fig. 3). Although re-
ferred to as the wand of the Greek god Hermes as early as 1730, this mark
should be regarded as a pseudo-Chinese symbol just as the French merchant
requested. At the end of June, the warehouse in Dresden provided Lemaire
with porcelain amounting to the sum of two thousand talers. The directors
in Meissen complained time and time again that Lemaire’s orders exceeded
the capacity of the manufactory and that the French merchant had not taken
into consideration the time and manpower involved in the production of so
many new shapes. They feared that they would no longer be able to serve

other customers. Lemaire, for his
part, was still dissatisfied with the
amount of porcelain he was receiv-
ing from Meissen and therefore pe-
titioned the King once again.

Only after the Saxon minister, the Count of Hoym, became the new di-
rector of the Meissen manufactory in June 1729 were the contract negotia-
tions revived. Lemaire arranged to be introduced to Hoym and showed him
some of the Meissen porcelain he had had painted in Holland in the
Kakiemon style. Hoym immediately liked the pieces. As Saxon envoy, he had
been living in Paris for years and was familiar with French fashion. Back in
Dresden, he was mistrusted by his fellow citizens on account of his obvious
Francophilia. After being forced from his position in 1731, a contemporary
wrote that Hoym was utterly ‘frenchified’; indeed, the recollection that he
was German was almost unbearable for him. Dogs, cats, hens and everything
he needed in order to live, had been brought by Hoym to Dresden from
Paris. Though this portrayal of the disgraced Hoym is certainly exaggerated,
it contains an element of truth. While in Paris Hoym had collected the then-
fashionable East Asian porcelain and had also owned several Japanese pieces
in the Kakiemon style. It was probably because of his own penchant for this
type of porcelain that Hoym was – as the story goes – immediately convinced
of the advantages to be had for the manufactory in copying Lemaire’s models.
At any rate, he used his new position to help the French merchant advance.

Hoym obtained the King’s approval of the contract, which was finally
signed on September 30, 1729. It secured that Lemaire was to be exclusively
supplied with porcelain made to his specification and that his orders were
treated preferentially. Only royal orders would be given priority over his. In
return, Lemaire promised to buy all of the porcelain produced for him and
to pay in cash. Moreover, he guaranteed not to have the white wares deco-
rated outside the manufactory and not to sell any of these in Saxony itself.
A critical point was the question of prices. A list of existing models with their
fixed prices was appended to the contract. When it came to the newly in-
troduced models, the taxes had to be negotiated individually. 

Interestingly, there is no mention of the issue of the marks in the contract.
Augustus the Strong had given unmistakable instructions after returning from
his extended stay in Warsaw, only a few days before the contract was signed.
An as yet unconsidered monthly report from the Meissen manufactory dated
October 1 states that the King had commanded anew that all porcelain
should be marked with the Saxon crossed swords henceforth. He explicitly
ordered that the pieces destined for Lemaire should also be marked in this

Figure 3. Caduceus mark, 1729–1731,
Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Ernst
Schneider Collection of Meissen
porcelain at Schloss Lustheim, Inv. ES
1032. © Karl-Michael Vetters

Figure 2. Meissen beaker copying a Japanese model in the Kakiemon style, 1729–1731,
height c. 4 inches (10.5 cm), Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Ernst Schneider Collection
of Meissen porcelain at Schloss Lustheim, inv. ES 4. © Bastian Krack
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way to prevent the French merchant being able to continue to sell them as
Japanese originals. Augustus the Strong would no longer tolerate his royal
manufactory delivering fakes to a Parisian dealer. Quite to the contrary, his
aim was to propagate the glory of Saxon porcelain across Europe.

However, Hoym and Lemaire knew how to disobey royal instructions.
The Meissen painter Höroldt later testified that Hoym had explicitly directed
him to sign all pieces for Lemaire in blue enamel rather than with the com-
mon blue swords in underglaze blue. Though Höroldt had protested, pointing
to the royal instruction, Hoym had nonetheless insisted on having blue
enamel swords on the Lemaire ware (fig. 4). He even smilingly added that
these could be easily removed afterwards using nitric acid. The arcanist,
Stöltzel, recalled that Hoym hoped to erase the blue enamel marks using a
hard stone. On questioning, Lemaire admitted that he had indeed received
porcelains with blue enamel swords although he knew very well that this
went against the royal order. Lemaire argued, however, that Hoym and not
he had insisted on the enamel marks, saying that the porcelains were more
easily sold in Paris without the Saxon swords. This sounds rather unbelievable
since it was Lemaire who originally demanded that pseudo-Chinese signs be
used instead of the crossed swords. Höroldt reported, in fact, that the French
merchant had refused to accept porcelain that had been signed in underglaze
blue. He had insisted on having the swords painted over with a golden pattern
so that the manufactory’s mark became a kind of dealer’s mark (fig. 4). It was
only with the help of the Saxon minister that Lemaire managed to obtain
porcelain without the common trademarks from Meissen for a period of
more than one and a half years, and against the King’s explicit orders. This
becomes apparent from the negotiations prior to the extension of Lemaire’s
contract in March 1731: it was initially specified in the new draft that all
porcelain for the Parisian dealer had to be marked with the blue swords, but
Hoym pushed the previous contract through and ensured its re-adoption
without any modifications.

In fact Hoym pushed the boundaries even further: Lemaire had originally
been sending his own models to the Meissen manufactory and had made
complaints about the expenses arising from this. Shortly after the first con-
tract was closed, Hoym arranged for two hundred and twenty pieces of East
Asian porcelain from the royal collection in the Japanese Palace to be shipped
to Meissen. The existing shipping lists say that this happened on the verbal
order of the King, but if this was the case then the King’s intention was surely
to have copies made for himself and not for Lemaire, as I will argue later on.
One or several accurate copies were made of one hundred and twenty of
these Far Eastern originals at Meissen and these were supposed to serve as
models for the modellers and painters. To distinguish them from one another,
the first copies were signed with the inventory numbers of their East Asian
prototypes. With the help of the shipping lists which indicate the inventory
numbers of the originals, the corresponding inventory books, preserved
pieces which were formerly in the royal collection, the Meissen models and

Figure 4. Blue enamel swords mark and swords mark in underglaze blue painted over
with a golden pattern (“Koselmarke”), 1729–1731, Malcolm Gutter Collection, San
Francisco.

later copies with blue enamel swords (fig. 5), we are able to accurately de-
termine the date and circumstances under which the majority of the East
Asian shapes and decorations – most of them in the Japanese Kakiemon style
– were introduced at Meissen. The advantages that Hoym had hoped to gain
from this situation become obvious on reading the evidence given by a man
called Rost who worked at the Dresden warehouse: he asserted that the
Meissen copies were sent to Hoym’s Dresden town house where the min-
ister chose the best pieces for himself before the rest was taken to the attic
where Lemaire stored his wares. In February 1731, Hoym actually had some
one thousand eight hundred pieces of porcelain for himself at home in addi-
tion to another two thousand five hundred for the Parisian dealer.

At Meissen the use to which Hoym and Lemaire put the royal Far Eastern
porcelains did not conform to the King’s intentions. Before Augustus the
Strong left Dresden for Warsaw in August 1730, he drew up a list of fifteen
charges against Hoym that he presented to the minister in order to give him
the opportunity to improve. Point twelve stated that the King was displeased
with Hoym’s conduct at Meissen. Judging from Hoym’s reply it is clear that
the King’s criticism mainly concerned the removal of the East Asian porce-
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lains from the Japanese Palace: Hoym assured him that this had taken place
for the benefit of the manufactory and that most of the pieces had already
been returned to the Palace. This, however, did not appease the King. In an
autograph note written by Augustus the Strong, he pointedly expressed just
to what extent he felt that his interests had been violated: he had never in-
tended the East Asian porcelains for which he had paid huge sums of money
to be copied in such a way that reduced their status and lessened their value.
On the contrary, he had intended to destroy the Meissen models afterwards
so that the prototypes would remain unique. In the future, he would no lon-
ger allow his East Asian originals to be copied except for himself or by his
command. We can deduce from this that Augustus the Strong had actually
ordered copies in Meissen, probably to complement his collection of East
Asian originals in the Japanese Palace, but had never intended to sell them
publicly. Shortly after returning from Warsaw in March 1731 Augustus the
Strong dismissed his prime minister, exiling Hoym to his estate. Lemaire, for

his part, was first arrested and then interrogated before being expelled
from Saxony. We do not know what became of him. All of the porcelain
in Hoym’s town house, about four thousand four hundred pieces, was
seized and incorporated into the royal collection (figs. 6, 7). The same
happened with the Meissen copies sold by Lemaire to Saxon noblemen
in contravention of the contractual provision.

What became of the porcelains sent to Paris by Lemaire before
his detention? The person probably responsible for organizing their
sale in Paris was Lemaire’s associate partner, Jean Charles Huet, who
had come to Dresden on at least three occasions. He was also in
close contact with Hoym. Huet may well have sold some of the por-
celain to private customers directly. At any rate, he acted as a who-

lesale dealer providing other merchants with Meissen porcelain.
From an article in the Mercure de France dating from February

1731 we learn that probably his most important customer
was a certain Henri Le Brun, a marchand bijoutier in the rue

Dauphine. In addition to Le Brun, there was at least one
more Parisian merchant, a certain Plâtrier, who dealt in
the Meissen porcelain imported by Lemaire and Huet.

In Paris, the Meissen copies were being brought onto
a market where Japanese porcelain in the Kakiemon
style was highly regarded, very rare and subsequently

relatively expensive. In light of this, selling the
comparatively cheap Saxon copies as Japanese originals
must have seemed an extremely lucrative business. As

Figure 6. Two Meissen bowls copying a
Japanese model in the Kakiemon style, 
1729–1731, diameter c. 10 inches (26 cm),
Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Ernst
Schneider Collection of Meissen porcelain at
Schloss Lustheim, inv. ES 345, ES 1900. 
© Bastian Krack

Figure 7. Bottom side of one bowl in Figure 6,
blue enamel swords mark and old inventory
number of the Japanese Palace in Dresden. 
© Karl-Michael Vetters

Figure 5. Two Meissen bottles copying a Japanese model in the Kakiemon style, 
1729–1731, height c. 8 inches (20 cm), Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Ernst Schneider
Collection of Meissen porcelain at Schloss Lustheim, inv. ES 152, ES 153. 
© Bastian Krack
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Figure 8. Auction catalogue of the Vicomte de Fonspertuis Collection edited by the
Parisian dealer Edme-François Gersaint in 1747, front page.

mentioned before, it was suspected that Lemaire was deliberately selling
the Meissen wares as fakes. An as yet unnoticed document in the Dresden
archive confirms this suspicion: it is the duplicate of a memorandum written
by an anonymous Frenchman calling himself a specialist in the production
and merchandizing of porcelain and suggesting improvements to the
marketing of the Saxon porcelain in France and other European countries.
This self-named ‘specialist’ refers to the Parisian trade in Meissen copies of
Japanese and Chinese prototypes. One might guess that the author knew of
Lemaire’s disgrace and hoped to assume his role.

The memorandum begins by praising Saxon porcelains the standard of
which have now equaled imports from the Far East and, in some respects,
even outshone them. The author assures that the Japanese originals were by
no means better than the Saxon copies and even the most distinguished of
connoisseurs was wont to err when confronted with the latter. This was
proven by the example of a certain porcelain dealer called Plâtrier who had
on a number of occasions sold Meissen fakes to the Marquis de la Faye, the
Comtesse de Verrue, the Marshal d’Estré, and the Duc de Gramont, not to
mention a number of other merchants. Indeed Plâtrier had rubbed off the
Saxon marks with the help of a diamond in order to achieve this and this
practice had affected his reputation.

Though they are better known for their collections of paintings today
the Marquis de la Faye and the Comtesse de Verrue, apparently both duped
by the Meissen copies, were considered to be the utmost connoisseurs of
their time. According to a contemporary rumour the Comtesse de Verrue
preferred Dutch to Italian paintings because she had been told that there
was no risk of being deceived by forgeries with the Dutch. It seems that no-
body warned her about faked porcelains. Regrettably no such counterfeits
can be identified with certainty in the inventories of the estates of the Mar-
quis de la Faye and the Comtesse de Verrue drawn up in September 1731
and December 1736 respectively. Both specify Far Eastern and Saxon porce-
lains. Could it be that the Meissen copies had already been exposed as such
and thus listed as Saxon? Or equally, were they as yet still to be uncovered
and therefore registered as being Japanese?

There is further evidence to the effect that the Meissen copies made for
Lemaire were sold as Japanese in Paris: in the 1747 sale catalogue of the as-
sets of the Vicomte de Fonspertuis (fig. 8), the famous Parisian dealer Edme-
François Gersaint listed a pair of deep polygonal Meissen dishes painted with
pagodas which were copied after old Japanese originals. The description prob-
ably refers to dishes like one in the Schneider Collection (fig. 9). Octagonal
Meissen examples closely based on their Japanese prototypes are more com-
mon. However, the ones mentioned in the catalogue were probably of the
less frequent twelve-sided kind since it states ‘with small angles’. Gersaint’s
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comments on the two Meissen dishes provide us with some insights: he
praises the quality of the copies which could easily be taken for Japanese and
he admits that he himself had almost been duped by them. Indeed, in the in-
ventory of Fonspertuis’ bequest, which had preceded the auction catalogue,
Gersaint had actually designated them as being Japanese. However, his suspi-
cions were confirmed by the discovery that the Saxon sword marks on their
undersides had been covered with seals. To protect the honour of the col-
lector, Gersaint stated that he assumed that Fonspertuis was well aware of
their true origin and that he enjoyed testing his friends with these deceptive
pieces.

A few more Meissen copies in the Kakiemon style can be uncovered in
Parisian sale catalogues of the time. In the previously mentioned catalogue

of the Fonspertuis Collection, for example, Gersaint also lists Japanese jugs
in the shape of cockbirds which were apparently among the most treasured

Far Eastern porcelains in France due to their liveliness and variegated
colouration. Gersaint notes as well that several Saxon copies were

known (fig. 10). Two belonged to the industrialist Jean de Julienne.
When his estate was auctioned in 1767, the two birds achieved

the sum of one hundred Livres. All known Saxon examples fea-
ture caduceus marks and therefore must have been originally

intended for Lemaire.
Besides inventories and sale catalogues, surviving

porcelains given mounts in France furnish us with clues
as to the appreciation of the Lemaire wares in Paris. The
expensive mounts enhanced the effect of these curiosi-
ties and underlined their exceptional character. Several
such extravagant ensembles are kept in the Residence in
Munich. These include groups comprising small porcelain
peacocks and deer that were for a long time taken to be
Chinese (fig. 11, 12). In fact, comparable Chinese originals
do actually exist. The removal of the Munich examples

from their mounts in the 1960s revealed blue caduceus
marks. I believe that, by means of these marks, the peacocks

and deer can be identified as Meissen pieces originally deliv-
ered to Lemaire. This assumption is supported by the mounting

of a pot pourri together with one of the peacocks. The introduction
of the motif used to decorate this pot pourri can be traced back to

Lemaire’s orders at Meissen around 1730. The French mounts, on the
other hand, can be dated around 1730 to 1737. In exactly these years the

so-called Rich Rooms of the Munich residence were refurbished after a

Figure 9. Meissen dish copying a Japanese model in the Kakiemon style, 1729–1731,
diameter c. 103⁄8 inches (26,4 cm), Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Ernst Schneider
Collection of Meissen porcelain at Schloss Lustheim, inv. ES 341. © Bastian Krack

Figure 10. Two Meissen cockbirds copying a Japanese model in the Kakiemon style,
1729–1731, height c. 6½ inches (16,5 cm), Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, Ernst
Schneider Collection of Meissen porcelain at Schloss Lustheim, inv. ES 55, ES 56. 
© Bastian Krack
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disastrous blaze. The splendid enfilade of apartments was intended to demon-
strate Bavarian electoral claims to imperial honours. To this effect, not only
did Karl Albrecht order expensive pieces of furniture with gilt bronze fittings
in Paris but he also had the pieces intended for display on top of this furniture
adapted. From the historical inventory dating from 1769 we know that the
Meissen deer were on display in the state bedroom and the peacocks in the
adjacent Chamber of Mirrors, the culmination of the enfilade.

We will probably never know whether Lemaire sold the Meissen figures
as East Asian or whether their actual origin was known to the Parisian
marchands mercier who had them mounted. Whatever the case, it is likely

that they were regarded as Far Eastern curiosities in Munich: and surrounded
by exotic imported goods they were surely perceived as such. This seems all
the more plausible if one considers – as Edgar Bierende convincingly demon-
strated – that the hierarchy of the porcelains was taken into consideration
when displaying them in the Rich Rooms. The Meissen figures originally
adorned the two most prestigious rooms. In Munich, however, porcelains
that were believed to be very old were judged the most highly and as a con-
sequence recent copies from Meissen probably less so.

In conclusion, I would like to briefly outline the consequences of the
‘Lemaire affair’ which were wide reaching and changed the reputation of
Saxon porcelains in France as well as in Saxony itself in the long run. An ar-
ticle published in the monthly journal Mercure de France in February 1731 is
the earliest evidence that Meissen porcelain was being held in increased es-
teem in Paris. The anonymous author points out that porcelain was arriving
from Dresden which was comparable with the most beautiful pieces from

Figure 11. Three Meissen peacocks and a Meissen container with French ormolu
mounts and Chinese and French porcelain flowers, 1729–1731, mounts c. 1730–1737,
height c. 85⁄8 inches (21.8 cm), Bayerische Verwaltung der staatlichen Schlösser, Gärten
und Seen, Munich Residence, inv. ResMü.K.I.Mei 155, ResMü.K.III.Mei 249, 250.
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Figure 12. Two Meissen deer with French ormolu mounts on a Parisian varnished chest
of drawers in the Rich Rooms of the Munich Residence, 1729–1731, mounts c. 1730–
1737, height c. 9 inches (22.9 cm), Bayerische Verwaltung der staatlichen Schlösser,
Gärten und Seen, Munich Residence, inv. P.V.c. 77.9, K.V.c. 255.

China and Japan and he stresses that some connoisseurs even gave them
preference over originals from the Far East – to the outrage of a number of
stubborn amateurs. The uproar is understandable. Many had spent enormous
sums to obtain rare old Japanese porcelain the value of which was certainly
jeopardized by the much cheaper, high-quality Meissen copies. For precisely
this reason Gersaint argued in favour of the East Asian originals. Writing in
1745, he admitted that the old Japanese porcelains had become less sought
after in France now that the Saxon ones had come into vogue. Admittedly
true connoisseurs still considered them to be counterfeits. A comment made
around two years later makes it evident that Gersaint had an ulterior motive:
he complains that the competing products from Dresden had lowered the
prices for the old Japanese porcelains which he hoped to auction to his ad-
vantage. He attempted to discredit the Saxon wares by saying that though
they were fine looking they were not genuine porcelain, rather a kind of glass.
As it was the Parisian dealers Pierre Rémy and Jean-Baptiste Glomy could
not avoid admitting, in 1756, that Saxon porcelains had achieved their share
of connoisseurial attention by copying the unique older models. From being
fakes they had become originals in their own right.

In Saxony they were very well aware of the success of their own products
in Paris, then the leading European art market. When Augustus the Strong
died in February 1733 an anonymous biographer praised the work of the
royal porcelain manufactory using precisely the same wording used in the
article in the Mercure de France published two years previously. He repeated
the compliment that certain connoisseurs even preferred the Meissen copies
to the East Asian originals and extrapolates from this that, under the wise
governance of Augustus the Strong and to the astonishment of other nations,
Saxony had outdone the Chinese Empire. This was precisely the core mes-
sage of the then unfinished Japanese Palace. Begun in 1727, the original build-
ing having been massively extended to house the increasing royal collection
of East Asian and Saxon porcelain. Augustus the Strong had originally planned
to arrange his Far Eastern originals and accurate Meissen copies of them
side by side in order to demonstrate the parity of the latter. He changed his
mind in 1730 when thousands of copies of Japanese porcelains in the
Kakiemon style were delivered to Hoym and Lemaire. Instead, he decided
that the Saxon wares should be displayed separately from the East Asian
pieces and then in the piano nobile where they could demonstrate their su-
periority even more effectively. It is not without significance that the copies
made after Japanese Kakiemon originals destined for the central throne
gallery were supposed to provide the final proof for the pre-eminence of
Saxon porcelain. The great success of these wares in Paris obviously had an
impact on local appreciation of this Saxon product.
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